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Department: 
Religious Education 

 Year Group:    
8 

    

Term Topic/ subject Assessment 
Objectives 

Knowledge Skills including differentiation Literacy, numeracy and SMSC opportunities 
Literacy, numeracy and SMSC opportunities 
Values, careers, healthy living, citizenship, equality, 
diversity 

Assessment 

Autumn  
 
 
 
 
 

Christianity:  
The Bible 
including a 
specific focus 
on a Christian 
interpretation 
of the Bible 
and the links 
between 
Judaism, the 
Old Testament, 
and 
Christianity, 
the New 
Testament.  

Attainment target 1: 

Learning about 

religion and belief 

Attainment target 2: 

Learning from 

religion and belief 

Knowledge of the key features of Christianity 
Understanding of the importance of these features to Christians 
Understanding how and why religions are both similar and 
different in their attitudes and ideologies 

 Genesis and the Fall 

 Abraham, the Israelites, Exodus and the 10 
Commandments 

 King David and the concept of sin 

 Ideas about forgiveness explored  in the Bible 

 The prophets 

 The exile of the Israelites from Jerusalem  

 Ideas about the Messiah, Jesus and the Judaism/ 
Christianity split 

 Temptation and the temptations of Jesus 

 The teachings of Jesus 

 The significance of Holy Week 

Reading for meaning  
Identifying key facts and information 
Using quotations and textual reference to 
support ideas 
Analysis and interpretation of texts 
Developing personal responses 
Organisation ideas  
Evaluating information 
Comparing and contrasting a range of 
information 
Promote a viewpoint through a variety of 
modes of expression 
Key words 
Writing frames 
Sentence starters 
Images and clips to support understanding 

Literacy:  
Diary writing 
Class and group discussions 
Promoting a viewpoint 
Write to persuade 
Write to inform 
Writing to contrast and compare 
Understanding of the oral tradition 
Retrieve information 
Summarise texts 
Interpret texts and language 
Alter mode of text to another format and style 
SMSC:  
Tolerance for the views of others 
Empathy 
Understanding of different ideologies  
Celebrating differences 

Ongoing assessment through 
the following classroom 
activities: 

 Discussion and 
contributions to 
discussions 

 Written formats such as 
diary entries, and letters 

 Drama activities 

 Creative expression of 
ideas and interpretations 

 Questions and answers 

 Analysis of biblical 
extracts 

Peer/ self/ teacher assessment 
against the RE levels for 
England 

Spring Buddhism: A 
summary of 
some key 
beliefs and 
practices 
including a 
specific focus 
on the absence 
of a god 

Attainment target 1: 

Learning about 

religion and belief 

Attainment target 2: 

Learning from 

religion and belief 

Knowledge of the key features of Buddhism 
Understanding of the importance of these features to Buddhists 
Understanding how and why religions are both similar and 
different in their attitudes and ideologies 

 Siddhartha the man and his princely life 

 The Four Sights 

 Enlightenment 

 The Dharma 

 The sangha 

 Karma 

 Metta and karuna 

 Reincarnation 

 The Five Precepts (Buddhist ethics) 

 Puja (Buddhist worship) 

Reading for meaning  
Identifying key facts and information 
Using quotations and textual reference to 
support ideas 
Analysis and interpretation of texts 
Developing personal responses 
Organisation ideas  
Evaluating information 
Comparing and contrasting a range of 
information 
Promote a viewpoint through a variety of 
modes of expression 
Key words 
Writing frames 
Sentence starters 
Images and clips to support understanding 

Literacy:  
Extended essay writing 
Class and group discussions 
Promoting a viewpoint 
Mind maps and visual organisers  
Writing to contrast and compare 
Understanding of the oral tradition 
Retrieve information 
Summarise texts 
Interpret texts and language 
SMSC:  
Tolerance for the views of others 
Empathy 
Understanding of different ideologies  
Celebrating differences 
Kindness and compassion 
Cause and consequence  
Ethical living 

Ongoing assessment through 
the following classroom 
activities: 

 Discussion and 
contributions to 
discussions 

 Written formats such as 
diary entries, and letters 

 Drama activities 

 Creative expression of 
ideas and interpretations 

 Questions and answers 

 Analysis of biblical 
extracts 

Peer/ self/ teacher assessment 
against the RE levels for 
England 

Summer 
 
 
 
 
 

Islam: A 
summary of 
some key 
beliefs and 
practices 
including a 
specific focus 
on 
misunderstandi
ngs and 

Attainment target 1: 

Learning about 

religion and belief 

Attainment target 2: 

Learning from 

religion and belief  

Knowledge of the key features of Islam 
Understanding of the importance of these features to Muslims 
Understanding how and why religions are both similar and 
different in their attitudes and ideologies 

 Misconception 

 Allah and Taweed 

 The prophet Muhammad pbh 

 The Qur’an 

 Ummah and 5 pillars of Islam 

 Islam and the media 

Reading for meaning  
Identifying key facts and information 
Using quotations and textual reference to 
support ideas 
Analysis and interpretation of texts 
Developing personal responses 
Organisation ideas  
Evaluating information 
Comparing and contrasting a range of 
information 

Literacy:  
Extended essay writing 
Class and group discussions 
Promoting a viewpoint 
Writing to contrast and compare 
Writing to explain 
Diary writing 
Writing to describe – use of adjectives to describe the senses 
Retrieve information 
Summarise texts 
Interpret texts and language 
Alter mode of text to another format and style 

Ongoing assessment through 
the following classroom 
activities: 

 Discussion and 
contributions to 
discussions 

 Written formats such as 
diary entries, and letters 

 Drama activities 
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misinterpretati
ons of the 
Islamic faith. 
 
 
 

 Difficulties for Muslims living in Britain Promote a viewpoint through a variety of 
modes of expression 
Key words 
Writing frames 
Sentence starters 
Images and clips to support understanding 

SMSC:  
Tolerance for the views of others 
Empathy – particularly  for Muslims  experience of living in the 
West and the issues surrounding terrorist groups such as ISIS 
Understanding of different ideologies  
Celebrating differences 
Links to Christianity (Islam as an Abrahamic religion) 
Portrayal by the media – manipulation and hyperbole 

 Creative expression of 
ideas and interpretations 

 Questions and answers 

 Analysis of biblical 
extracts 

Peer/ self/ teacher assessment 
against the RE levels for 
England 

 


